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Prepare to embark on a grand journey through Italy that will awaken your senses and leave
you breathless. With each step, you'll immerse yourself in the rich history, culture, and
stunning landscapes of our beautiful country.

Naples, Pompeii and Amalfi Coast 
We'll begin in Naples, where the bustling streets and vibrant atmosphere will awaken your senses. The
ancient ruins of Pompeii await, allowing you to step back in time and witness the fascinating
remnants of an ancient civilization. Next, we'll take you to the picturesque Amalfi Coast, where the
azure blue sea and rugged cliffs will take your breath away. As you explore the charming villages
nestled along the coast, you'll savor the delicious local cuisine and wine that will tantalize your taste
buds.

Roma and the Vatican
In Rome, you'll feel the weight of history on your shoulders as you walk in the footsteps of emperors
and gladiators. From the majestic Colosseum to the grandeur of Vatican City, you'll experience the
awe-inspiring power and beauty of this eternal city.

Florence and Tuscany
As we journey to Florence, you'll marvel at the beauty of the surrounding medieval villages and the
stunning Val d'Orcia. The rolling hills and breathtaking landscapes will leave you in awe, while the rich
cultural heritage of the region will captivate your heart.

Venice and the Laguna
Venice, the city of canals, will enchant you with its timeless beauty and romantic atmosphere. As you
glide through the winding waterways and marvel at the stunning architecture, you'll be transported to a
world of unparalleled beauty and grace.

Milan and Como Lake
Finally, we'll take you to Milan, where the cosmopolitan vibe and chic style will leave you feeling
invigorated and alive. From the fashionable streets to the awe-inspiring cathedral, you'll experience
the best that this modern city has to offer.

With a mix of guided tours and free time to explore on your own, you'll have the perfect balance of
structure and spontaneity. So come, join us on this grand adventure!

Price from 2490€
(min. 4 participants)

Itinerary available for tailor-made groups.
info@felix.tours | WhatsApp: +393347306283
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Grand Tour of Italy 11 nights
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Grand Tour of Italy 11 nightsThe pearls of Tuscany 7 nights

WINE TOUR
Chianti Valley
& Val d'Orcia

Join us on an amazing eight-day journey through the enchanting landscapes of Tuscany!
Experience the rich cultural heritage and breathtaking scenery of Florence, Pisa, Chianti
Valley, San Gimignano, Siena, and Arezzo.

Florence 
With our guide, we will discover the hidden corners of Florence. We will not miss the visit to the
Cathedral, the Uffizi Gallery (optional entrance), Ponte Vecchio, and the Piazzale Michelangelo for
stunning views of the city. It's an unforgettable experience that combines art, history, and culture.

Pisa e Lucca
A day tour to Pisa and Lucca allows you to visit the Leaning Tower of Pisa and the historic city of
Lucca, famous for its well-preserved walls, beautiful architecture, and music scene. It's a great way to
explore the rich history and culture of Tuscany in a day.

San Gimignano and Siena
An excursion to San Gimignano for a wine tasting is a wonderful way to experience the beauty and
flavors of Tuscany. We'll start with a morning transfer to San Gimignano and enjoy a guided tour,
followed by a wine tasting at a local winery where we'll sample some of the renowned wines of the
Chianti Valley. Afterward, we'll head to Siena for accommodation in a 4-star hotel located in the heart
of the city.

Siena and Val d'Orcia
We will start our tour by visiting Siena's iconic landmarks, including the Piazza del Campo, which is the
location of the world-famous Palio di Siena. Afterwards, we'll take a private transfer to Val d'Orcia
where we will make stops at the picturesque village of San Quirino d'Orcia. Finally, we'll explore the
charming historic center of Pienza. Tranfer to Montalcino for accommodation in a luxury villa with
swimming pool, surrounded by breathtaking view

Trasimeno Lake and Arezzo
Enjoy a day tour of Trasimeno Lake in the morning and Arezzo in the afternoon. We'll take a ferry boat
from Castiglion del Lago to reach Isola Maggiore and explore the island's natural beauty. We'll continue
sailing along the villages of San Feliciano, Monte del Lago and Passignano before breaking for lunch.
Next, we'll transfer to Arezzo for a guided tour of the historic center.

Itinerary available for tailor-made groups.
info@felix.tours | WhatsApp: +393347306283

Price from 1040€
(min. 10 participants)
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Grand Tour of Italy 11 nightsCulinary Delights in Central Italy

Price from 2590€ (min. 10 participants)

Welcome to an Italian adventure that will tantalize your taste buds and leave you in awe of the
stunning scenery. The itinerary includes a tasting dinner, a cooking lesson, a food tour in the
old Trastevere district, and much more.

Naples
Arrival in Naples for a 3-night stay. We'll explore the city center and visit iconic landmarks such as the
San Carlo Theater, Piazza Plebiscito, the Umberto I Gallery, and the Spanish Quarters. During your stay
you will enjoy two culinary experiences planned: a high-class dinner with wine pairing and a fun
evening enjoying "pizza in compagnia", where we'll taste different kinds of pizza.

Cooking class
On day 4, we'll take part in a cooking class at a local winery, where you'll learn to create delicious
Italian dishes and taste some of the finest wines in the region. Later, we'll embark on a journey back in
time as we explore the ancient ruins of Pompeii with an English-speaking guide. We'll then transfer to
Sorrento for our accommodation and overnight stay.

Sorrento and Capri
Sorrento awaits you, where you'll board a private boat for a tour of the stunning Capri Island. Discover
the Villa Romana archaeological site and marvel at the mesmerizing beauty of the White, Green, and
Blue Grottos. Don't forget to take a dip in the crystal clear waters!

Amalfi Coast
On the final day in Campania, prepare to be amazed by the breathtaking Amalfi Coast, where you'll
enjoy a private boat excursion on a Gozzo Sorrentino boat. From Sorrento, we will sail first to Positano
and then to Amalfi, with stops in both towns.

Mozzarella tour
Transfer from Naples to Rome with a stop in Ciociaria for an amazing mozzarella tour. Visit a
mozzarella factory to discover the processing techniques of this cheese. At the end of the tour, enjoy a
tasting of mozzarella paired with local products. We'll arrive in Rome in the late afternoon, overnight.

Rome
We will be spending our last two nights in Rome. Included the visit of the Colosseum which is an iconic
symbol of Rome and an unique Trastevere tour to taste traditional Roman dishes such as pasta
all'amatriciana and artichokes alla giudia.

ROME DAY TOUR  
 from Civitavecchia 

Book online on www.felix.tours

SHORE EXCURSION
PRE/POST TOUR



Airport transfers
Accommodation in hotel
4*/5*, in the city center
Tours with a local guide,
and entrance fees

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

We can customize all services
for a unique travel experience.

 
 

WONDERS OF ROME
Experience the centuries-old history of Rome in a weekend, guided tour
with priority entrance to the Colosseum. A journey from Classical Rome
to the Renaissance, passing through the most significant places of
Christianity with the assistance of professional guide. Optional
extension to the Roman Castles with a visit to a winery and wine
tasting in the cellar.

MILANO AND COMO LAKE
You will visit Milan, Como, Verona and Sirmione. Don’t miss the Last
Supper of Lenardo Da Vinci in Milan or the fantastic Lake of Como. The
tour includes an English-speaking guide, hotel in the city center and
transfers.

VENICE AND ITS LAGOON
Immerse yourself in the city's winding canals, iconic architecture, and
vibrant history as you explore its hidden gems. Experience a magical
gondola ride and indulge in authentic Venetian cuisine while taking in
breathtaking views. Venture further to the picturesque lagoon islands of
Murano and Burano, each boasting unique traditions and artisanal
crafts. 
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About us

Felix Tours specializes in organizing tours and
excursions in Italy, with a focus on Rome and the

Roman Castles
 

Felix Tours of SOS Travel Srl
Via Giuseppe Lunati, 2 Frascati (Italy)

VAT IT14203921003
Felix Tours is a registered trademark
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